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It was really because I recognised the great part that is being played by the

chemical engineer in this war, that I gladly accepted the invitation of your

President to talk to you to-day, and all the more gladly because your Institution has

done so much to foster the training of the chemical engineer.

It was during the last war that the necessity of training chemical engineeers
as a special class of technician first became apparent. Ad a result of that necessity

your Institution was founded. The abnormal demands of the present war have again
called in great numbers for the aid of the chemical engineers, and your rapidly

growing membership reflects this.

The part which this Institution has played in stimulating the Universities to

provide instruction of both undergraduate and post-graduate character in chemcial

engineering has had a most beneficial effect on the qualifications of the young

men entering the industry, and hence directly on our war production.

I am particularly impressed by the nature of your qualifying examination, whereby
the candidate is judged principally by the way in which he tackles a real industrial

problem of some size. Personally I never see an examination paper without wondering
how many rooms I should get myself.

I cannot possibly address an Institution of this kind without paying a general

tribute to the work which is being done by scientists in the war. On this subject
I must refer to the Prime Minister.

I say with the greatest sincerity and earnestness which I can command, that

when the history of the war comes to be written, one of his greatest contributions

to victory will turn out to be continual help and the continual pressure which he

has given and applied in the field of scientific research and the practical adaption

of scientific discovery to the waging of war. You will remember that when I say

it I am talking about the statesman to whose credit stands the resistance at the time

of Dunkirk, the resurgence of British arms, and the statesman who now counts amongst
his achievements the closest co-operation with the United States of America and with

Russia.

The war has done remarkable things to quicken development and increase productive

capacity in all the many industries that go to produce munitions. The immense efforts

of our industrial army have, I think, even now not been fully realised and appreciated.

By the fourth quarter of 1942 the rate of output of warlike stores produced for

the Ministry of Supply - weapons and ammunition, tanks and other military stores -

was double that of the average rate in 1941*

In the last quarter of 1942 the structure weight (which is the only true

comparison) of our production of aircraft was just about 75% higher than the average

quarterly production of 1941 *

Despite the increasing difficulties rising from the further demands of the

Services for man-power from the factories, and the always present necessity to

conserve raw materials in order to save shipping space for military use, the increase

is being continued into the present year. Our output of munitions of all sorts in

February of this year was just about 40% greater than that of last February and it

still continues to expand, even though the rate will necessarily be somewhat slower

than in the earlier days of rapidly developing programmes.

To give you only one example, you will be interested to know that we produced

in February more than four times the number of heavy bombers that we did a year ago.

This increased output has been largely achieved by three things, developments

by Scientists and Industrial Engineersl increased efficiency of labour; and increased

efficiency of management* That output is a magnificent testimony to everybody

engaged in industry, to the Scientists and Engineers for their new discoveries and

improvements in the planning, co-ordination and supervision of production.
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War, by sucking up labour and materials has already taught us to achieve

economies of production that we should have regarded as impossible in peace-time;
and during this year we have to learn to make oven more drastic economies of both.

We have learned this largely by the exchange of knowledge, Within this country
we have sought to share the experience of different producers, We have shared our

knowledge also with cur allies, We spent something in the order cf one hundred million

pounds in-the construction of new factories or expansions of existing factories in

U.S.A. and Canada, and we have sent our technical engineers to assist in getting these

factories going. Taking chemical and explosives plants alone, we have spent 28 million

pounds in the erection of new plants or expansions to existing ones in U.S.A. and Canada.

I want also to say something about production programming, or scheduling, as it

is called in America. I hope everybody will realise how much more mercurial the

demand for our products is in war than it is in peace-time. The business man has

many mercurial factors with which to deal; things change, bad harvests reduce the

purchasing power of primary producers, production from new industrial countries com-

petes in his export markets, new products sometimes reduce and sometimes increase the

demand for the old.

The modem business man, faced by a demand large enough and long enough can solve

the other problems of production with comparative ease. Now one might have thought,
at first blush, that since the greater part of all cur production is now upon

Government account the nature of the demand would obviously be for less mercurial

than it is in peace-time, since we heave now, generally speaking, one customer, with

almost unlimited credit to whom we have to look. But actually the contrary is true.

First of all, strategy, a word, by the way, which is becoming much abused as

it becomes more current, strategy will determine which countries are going to become

theatres, of war, and as we change from one to another a very marked change in the

nature of our weapons is imposed upon us. It does not, of course, apply over the

whole range of weapons, but it applies to specific instances. On this matter we have

to estimate and use our imagination. The obvious instance that occurs to me this

afternoon is that of the tank.

It may, I think, be said without much danger that the days of desert warfare

are numbered and that we must lock forward in future to fighting in enclosed country,

country with roads, and rivers and railways, and here again, when we apply our

imagination to the subject of tanks, I think that we are quite right to pay great

attention to the manufacture of well armoured and easily manoeuverable tanks with

great "punch" at short ranges*

Possibly a word about some of the actual tanks in use in Tunisia might not be

cut cf place* It is notable that one of the best tanks possessed by either

now the A.22 which is, of course, our old friend the Churchill, I see no point in

having attached that name to the tank during its teething troubles and, now that it

has been proved in battle a reliable weapon of war, and when the troops have the

utmost confidence in it, I see no point in giving it one of those dreary abstract

labels like "A.22".

We have had messages from General Alexander, and others paying tribute to its

fighting qualities* Recently in North Africa a long approach marches made by these

tanks without serious mechanical trouble of any sort. They took severe punishment

from artillery of all calibres and remained in action, and one tank which had several

of the bogies blown off was still a runner when the dust of the‘enemy was seen

retreating from the battlefield* •

I am not going, naturally, into what cur future programme is, but I am only

trying to show that we have to throw cur minds into the future to see what sort of

weapons will be appropriate to a type of war which has not yet begun.

Again
?

the tactics which govern the use of weapons are subject to Just as wide

changes as those imposed by changing strategy* This applies in call three Services

and unfortunately it does not only apply to the changes in tactics adopted by our

own admirals, generals and air marshals, it applies to changes in tactics adopted by

our enemies.
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Let me give you on example from the sea. The U—Boat has been driven further
out into the Atlantic; the U-Boats now hunt in packs and are developing different
systems of attack. All these have to he countered by new methods which now lead
to new weapons.

Again, to pass to a more obvious aspect of the subject, the demand for weapons

comes about in two distinct phases. The first is when a belligerent nation is
building up its stocks for attack, The moment that has been done and the capital
stock is full it should reduce its programme so that it has only to supply our

wastage or expenditure rate.

Of course, that wastage and expenditure rate is constantly changed by both the

strategy, the tactics and the nature of the war.

we thus find that in trying to plan our production, there are an immensely
greater number of variables upon which one has to exorcise imagination and foresight
and an immensely larger number of subjects upon which it is possible to make mistakes

compared with those which face a man selling a well-known product in the commercial
markets of the world, however confusing they may be*

In this country we are "batch-minded", We have not got a large enough market

around our factories to give us the opportunity for universal, mass-production, such

as can be applied in a vast market like the United States, The nature of our

peacetime trade does not aloow us to adopt continuous line production since the

proportion of our national economy which depends upon export is so much greater
than that of a great continent like that of the United States. Consequently, our

manufacturers have designed their plants with a great degree of flexibility, They
have attempted to go in for general purpose tools and smaller sized units, This

has groat advantages and also disadvantages in war.

It is an advantage that we are enabled to switch from one type of weapon or

from one modification to another with less dislocation than a country that is

organised and tooled for a great mass production.

But, on the other hand, we find that as we have to dilute our skilled labour

forces, as we have done with great success, and as we bring into the factories large
numbers of men and women and more particularly women, who have never been in

factories before, it is necessary to break the job down into smaller operations end

for these operations specialised tools become necessary. But I think on the whole

the advantages of flexibility outweigh the disadvantages and it is the constant

endeavour of a Minister of Production and of the War Cabinet to use this flexibility
to the best advantage and to try and develop new weapons ahead of the enemy.

I think we may claim that thanks to the great fertility of cur scientists we are

in a fair way of achieving this object.

Let me say in general, that about of cur production now at this moment is

engaged upon turning out weapons which did not exist, except in the imagination
of their inventors, when the war broke out, and others are coming on and are

being developed all the time. These are our secret weapons.

I have to speak in very general terms about cur scientific achievements in

munitions of war, but I do not think that they are any less in such fields as those

of nutrition, of plastics, substitutes of all kinds, and in medical research designed
to maintain not only the health of our civil population, but also to protect our

fighting forces so far as is possible from the many diseases which are likely to

assail them in the diverse theatres of war.

Let us look for a moment beyond the present and into the future* When peace
comes, we shall be confronted with the problem of turning over to peacetime/uses all cur

vastly increased capacity to produce. And here let us take a lesson from the last

war. Until the clock struck eleven on November 11th, 1918, there was scarcely any

task too great for the Ministry of Munitions to tackle, A million new houses,
the complete re-equipping of an obsolescent industry the universal provision of

cheap transport was then, as now, a task which would have been programmed, contracted

and pushed rapidly through to completion. After the clock had struck eleven a

curious lethargy seemed to fall upon us all, and tasks which should have occupied

months came to occupy years.

This time it is essential that we shall tackle our peacetime problem*,'with all

the energy that we have developed during the wax. There are three great problems

that we shall have to face, And all three, as I see it, vitally concern the

industrial scientist.
First
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First, we have to conquer unemployment. Once we are out of the short

transitional period immediately following the war, when all the populations of the

world will be crying out for consumption goods, the problem of securing full

employment is very much the problem of finding, year after year, worth-while forms

of investment in which to embody the immense savings which a great modern industrial

nation accumulates when fully employee.

The original discovery of such worth-while outlets is the task of fundamental

research and invention. But the further development and application of their results

to actual industrial processes is the task of the industrial scientist, andof the

chemical engineer in particular, in one field of industrial science. We look to

you to help us in maintaining full employment.

Second, we have dispersed in this war, as in the last, a large part of the

foreign investments that we have built up during the past century. Before the war

we received in interest payments from abroad the equivalent of all the wheat and all

the maize; all the cotton and all the wool; all the copper and all the lead; and

all the tobacco we imported, From now on we shall have to pay with exports for a

much larger proportion of all our import.

If we are to continue to import freely we have to restore our exports to a

level well above that of 1929 and not far short of that of 1913* That does not

mean, that-We have to drive others out of our export markets. To almost the same

extent/that we are poorer, the countries that sell to us are richer. They 'Will in

future give us fewer of our imports as interest payments, more in exchange for cur

experts.

But if we are to provide the exports that they want,awe must study their needs

and develop the industries that will supply them. This - let us face facts - will
be a more difficult task than hitherto. The war has accelerated the process that

was already in train before it - the process of industrial development' in those

countries towards self-sufficietioy. We shall discover exports only by concentrating
on those things which for one reason or another they are for the moment ill-equipped
to produce for themselves. In the export markets of the world there is an immense

advantage to the country that leads in scientific progress.

Buyers come naturally to it to seek the products which they know they cannot

equally find elsewhere. That is the position that we held in the nineteenth century.
That position has been slipping from us* We look to our scientists and to those whose

task it is to apply science to industry to recapture that leadership for us.

Third, we are seeking to make a new world in which we can provide our own

people with more of the good things of life. We are determined that greater social

security, better housing, better education, as well as better food, better clothing
and more of the ordinary amenities of life shall be available for all.

•That means that we must produce more- we can consume only what we can produce.
To some extent we can provide a greater production by using fully our resources.

But do not let us delude ourselves; even if before the war we' had usedour productive

capacity as effectively as we are doing today, we should not have completely
abolished poverty and provided the standards of life that we all desire. The

condemnation of our pre-war world was not that it permitted, poverty in the midst of

plenty, but that it permitted resources to be unemployed in a world which, using them

tc the full, would still have been insufficiently supplied.

And so, if we are to achieve these new and higher standards that we desire,
we must increase, and go on increasing, our productivity. Before the war, over the

whole range of industry our technical progress gave us an advance of about 1 1/2 per
cent per annum. Let us see if we cannot double that, or treble that, over the

next twenty years.

The improvements in productivity for which I amasking are notunobtainable
if we bend our efforts to securing them.

And so I ask for your help in this third task also - that of improving
industrial efficiency and industrial output, I ask you for an open mind, I ask you.
to see that new methods and new ideas are applied to industry as rapidly as human
ingenuity can make possible.

/This country
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This country has always been in the forefront of fundamental scientific research,
and there is every reason to hope that we can retain this supremacy. But the

application of the results of that research to practical needs has sometimes, in

the past, been left to the- technicians of other nations, so that we - have not reaped
the full benefit of cur own fundamental discoveries* It is here that the chemical

engineer mast increasingly-play his part, in peace as in war, by creating from the

discoveries of the chemical research laboratories new and effective processes, based

on materials that are economically available to us.

Our am industrial greatness has been built on coal; and coal willhave to remain

the principal basis of our chemical industries. But the war has brought the nations

of the British Commonwealth into closer contact, and the unity of effort which has

resulted mist be continued in time of peace for our common prosperity and comfort*

To the Dominions and Colonies we can look for raw materials of many other kinds.

The resources and possibilities of many of them are as yet only imperfectly

realised.

If the great potentialities of our chemical Industry are to be fully realised

we must have vigorous planning of all its aspects, both technical and economic. Its

adapation to the problems of peace must have an important place in our four-year
plan. This planning mast be on a national scale, but it must leave ample room for
the development of the initiative of the individual enterprise. If we are to

achieve our objectives, industry must be prepared to co-operate without reserve, and

to foster a closer relationship with the Universities and with the Government Research

organisations.

For all these purposes Iwant to enlist your energetic assistance; and I ask

for it with the more, confidence because it is precisely with such objectives in view

that your Institution was founded and it is because you have constantly borne them

in mind that it has so greatly flourished andgrown.

I conclude by wishing the Institution on behalf of His Majesty 's Government

continued success in its work which has already made so notable a contribution to

our cause.

MINISTRY OF PRODUCTION
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